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ABSTRACT
The paper covers both experimental tests and analytical calculations. The calculations were based on
a frame-by-frame analysis of a video record of the experiment and on results of measurements of the
motorcyclist, motorcycle, and car acceleration vector components. They enabled determining the forces
that acted in the areas of contact between the motorcycle and motorcyclist with the vehicle during the
collision.
A few experiments were carried out, which included the physical reconstruction of a road accident where a motorcyclist frontally hit a motor car side and the related laboratory examinations of
motorcycle helmets and helmet liner materials. Based on the experimental test results, the position and
velocity of motorcyclist’s head in relation to his/her torso and to the car side in the initial phase of the
accident were determined. The forces developing in the area of motorcyclist’s head impact against the
car side caused deformation of car body, helmet shell, and inner helmet material. The analysis covered
an impact capable to result in a situation where the car body reaction force applied to the helmet might
cause the energy-absorbing liner and comfort padding of the helmet to be deformed to such an extent
that the said force would directly act on motorcyclist’s head.
The tests carried out revealed what part of the kinetic energy of motorcyclist’s body, dissipated
during an accident, depended on the course of deformation of vehicle body (in the place struck by
motorcyclist’s head) and helmet and on the type of helmet liner material. An important outcome of the
experimental research and computations is the evaluation of the effectiveness of helmet materials and
their suitability for the protection of motorcyclist’s head during a road accident.
Keywords: motorcycle accidents, motorcyclist safety, research helmets

1 INTRODUCTION
The annual statistics of road accidents in Poland and Europe show that a great number of
people die in traffic accidents. Injuries that motorcyclists incur in accidents are the result of
forces acting on a human body impacting an obstacle.
The issue of a motorcycle hitting the side of the car was shown in an interesting way in
papers [1–3]. These studies provide a good basis for analysing the course of an impact of a
motorcycle striking the side of a car. However, the issue of determining the force and energy
of a human head hitting the body of a vehicle was not addressed in any of the analysed
papers.
The main purpose of the study is to determine the force of the motorcyclist’s head hitting
the obstacle and to identify on its basis the components of the energy balance of the collision
process, which are related to the course of deformation of the body of the car at the place of
the impact and the course of the helmet deformation. The additional purpose of the study is
to assess the effectiveness and suitability of materials for filling the inner layer of the motorcycle helmet, since these materials require further improvement [4, 5].
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The basis for the conducted calculations were results of several research experiments carried out at the Automotive Insdustry Institute in Warsaw, where:

•
•

a road accident involving a motorcycle hitting frontally the side of the car was recreated;
helmets and materials that could be used as internal helmet lining were tested.

In the analysed case, the motorcycle with a motorcyclist sitting on it, hit with the speed of
vp = 49.5 km/h the side of a stationary vehicle (Fig. 1). Main components of the energy dissipated during the motorcycle deformation process as a result of interaction with the car and
the car deformation were calculated and shown in studies [6, 7]. Papers [8, 9] consider the
work of the force deforming the car without clear separation of the work resulting from the
impact of the motorcycle and motorcyclist. Currently, the attention has been focused on calculating the components of the energy balance related to the deformation of the car and the
helmet as a result of the impact of the head of the motorcyclist.
Before hitting the side of the car, the motorcyclist and the motorcycle were moving progressively at the initial speed of vP. The kinetic energy of the motorcyclist (EK1) immediately
prior to the collision was:
EK 1 =
where:
m1 - the mass of the motorcyclist.

m 1 vP2
2

(1)

During the experiment, at t=0–0.074 s the front of the motorcycle deforms and its speed is reduced.
The motorcyclist moves along the seat and onto the fuel tank. At the same time, the tilting angle of
his torso increases by about 20 degrees and the head by 26 degrees in the direction of the movement
(Fig. 1). As a result of both these processes (the motorcycle deformation and tilting), the head speed
increased from 49.5 to 51.1 km/h, and its height was reduced by 0.1 m. This resulted in the motorcyclist’s head hitting the lateral edge of the car bodywork roof (Figs. 1 & 3). Throughout the whole
experiment, the motorcyclist’s head was protected by the helmet.
2 THE DETERMINATION OF FORCES IN THE AREA OF THE
HEAD HITTING THE SIDE OF THE CAR
The measured courses of components of the acceleration vector of the head (aGx, aGz) and
torso (aTx, aTz) of the motorcyclist were used to determine components of the acceleration in

Figure 1: The position of the motorcyclist in the initial phase of striking in the side of the car
(from left picture: t=0 s; 0.02 s; 0.04 s; 0.06; 0.074 s).
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the global coordination system (OX and OZ axes on the Fig. 2) i.e. aGX and aGZ (for the head)
and aTX and aTZ (for the torso) accordingly.
Components aGX, aGZ, aTX and aTZ in the global coordinate system were calculated taking
into account the predetermined variables β(tn) and φ1(tn) in discrete moments of the time tn
(determined during the frame-by-frame analysis of the video). The angle of rotation of the
head and the inclination of the motorcyclist’s torso together with the acceleration sensors
located there were determined thus. Due to the fact that acceleration sensors were located
near to the mass centre of the head and torso, the following relationships were used:
aGX ( tn ) = aGx ( tn ) cos  β ( tn )  + aGz ( tn ) sin  β ( tn ) 

(2)

aGZ ( tn ) = − aGx ( tn ) sin  β ( tn )  + aGz ( tn ) cos  β ( tn ) 

(3)

aTX ( tn ) = aTx ( tn ) cos ϕ 1 ( tn )  + aTz ( tn ) sin ϕ 1 ( tn ) 

(4)

aTZ ( tn ) = − aTx ( tn ) sin ϕ 1 ( tn )  + aTz ( tn ) cos ϕ 1 ( tn ) 

(5)

where:
aGX and aGZ – components of the acceleration vector of the motorcyclist’s head in directions:
longitudinal OX and vertical OZ;
β – the rotation angle of the motorcyclist’s head, β ( tn = 0 ) = β 0 ;
aTX and aTZ – components of the acceleration vector of the motorcyclist’s torso, as above;
ϕ1– the inclination angle of the motorcyclist’s torso, ϕ1 ( tn = 0 ) = ϕ P .
By using the approximation process, time functions have been created from discrete acceleration values aGX(tn) and aGZ(tn) as well as aTX(tn) and aTZ(tn). Results of calculations of these
time functions aGX(t), aGZ(t), aTX(t), aTZ(t) are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively, together
with results of measured components of the acceleration vector of the head and torso.

Figure 2: Directions of measured and calculated components of the acceleration vectors of
the head aGx, aGz and aGX, aGZ as well as the torso aTx, aTz and aTX, aTZ.
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Figure 3: Measurement results aGx(t) and aGz(t) as well as aTx(t) and aTz(t) (dashed lines) and
calculations aGX(t) and aGZ(t) as well as aTX(t) and aTZ(t) (continuous lines) of
components of the acceleration of the head (a) and torso (b).

Figure 4: The considered distribution of forces acting on the motorcyclist at the moment of
impact (FTX, FTZ – components of the torque force of the torso, RWX, RWZ –
components of the force of the neck node, FGX, FGZ – components of the inertia
force of the head, RUX, RUZ – the normal and tangential reaction from the motorcycle
to the motorcyclist, RGN, RGT – the normal and tangential component of the reaction
from the car to the motorcyclist).
Determined behaviour of acceleration functions of the head (aGX, aGZ) and torso (aTX, aTZ) is
used in calculations of the force (reaction) of the motorcyclist hitting the edge of the roof.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of forces that was used in the analysis of the motorcyclist’s
head impacting the roof edge, i.e. describing the dynamic interaction for t>0.074 s. From the
moment t = 0.074 s, the normal reaction RUZ from the motorcycle [6] to the motorcyclist
causes the motorcyclist to rise, resulting in his head hitting the car.
Based on the Fig. 4, the following equations of the balance for forces acting on the head
and torso were considered:
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− RGN cos (η ) − RGT sin (η ) + RWX + FGX

(6)

RGN sin (η ) − RGT cos (η ) + RWZ + FGZ − QG

(7)

− RWX + FTX − RUX = 0

(8)

− RWZ + FTZ + RUZ − QT = 0

(9)

where:
RGT = µ G RGN ; RUX = µT RUZ ; FGX = − m G aGX ; QG = m G g ;
FGZ = − m G aGZ ; FTX = − mT aTX ; FTZ = − mT aTZ ; QT = mT g;
the solution of equations is as follows:
RGN =

− m G aGX − mT aTX + µ A ( − m G aGZ − m G g − mT aTZ − mT g )
cos (η ) − µ A  sin (η ) − µG cos (η )  + µ G sin (η )

RUZ = m G g + mT aTZ + m G aGZ + m G g + ( µ G − 1) RGN cos (η )

(10)
(11)

where:
mG – the mass of the head and helmet of the motorcyclist;
mT – the mass of the torso, legs and hands of the motorcyclist;
g – the earth acceleration;
µG – the coefficient of the friction of the motorcyclist’s wear (the helmet) on the car;
µG – the coefficient of the friction of the motorcyclist’s wear (the hip) on the fuel tank;
η – the angle of inclination of the car roof edge at the point of contact with the helmet to the
vertical.
Values of coefficients µG and µA were determined by measuring the force needed to move
hips and the head in the wear (helmet) along the surface being examined. The angle η was
determined by measuring the inclination of the side of the car and it was assumed that the
angle is constant in the phase of contact of the head with the side of the car.
Results of calculations RGN(t) and RUZ(t) are shown in the Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Results of calculations RGN(t) and RUZ(t).
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During the phase of the contact of the head with the roof edge (t=0.074–0.09 s) the force
value of the impact was calculated from the relationship:
2
2
RG = RGN
+ RGT

(12)

The maximum value of the hit force of the head in the edge of the roof was RGMAX=36 kN.
The course of the deformation of the bodywork of the car - fG, i.e. also the dissipation
energy of the hit of the motorcyclist as the result of the impact of the head is difficult to estimate. It is related to the course of the force RGN, which caused the deformation of the roof of
the car. In calculations of the work done by deformation force for the roof edge, it was
assumed that the maximum deformation depth (fGMAX) occurred when the reaction RGN
reached the maximum, hence the maximum value of the work done by deformation force of
the car body was calculated from the equation:
WD1MAX = RGNMAX f GMAX

(13)

The maximum depth of the deformation was determined by measuring the depth of deformation of the car at the place of the impact of the motorcyclist’s head. Results of the calculation
of the normal hit force, i.e. RGN, and the course of the work done by force deforming the car
body (WD1) are shown in the Fig. 6.
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF THE HELMET
A research was conducted to determine the helmet deformation characteristics that would
allow to estimate the work done by force deforming the helmet. This characteristic was determined at the test stand (Fig. 7a), in which the head model in the helmet was placed on a
pendulum arm. The model hit the anvil with the energy of 60 J. Characteristics of the helmet
deformation established on the basis of the experiment, are shown in the Fig. 7b.
Forces at the point of the head impacting the edge of the roof caused the deformation of the
helmet, but the outer shell was not damaged. This allowed to conduct the experiment which

Figure 6: Results of calculations of the work done by deformation force for the car bodywork
as the result of the motorcyclist’s interaction - WD1 and RGN.
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Figure 7: 
The stand for determining characteristics of the helmet deformation (a); the
characteristic of the helmet deformation based on measurement results (b).

showed that at the hit force of only 3.6 kN the depth of the helmet deformation was
dK=0.02 m. Thus, during the hitting the head, the force acting on the helmet has depleted the
deformation potential of the energy-absorbing lining and the inner layer [5]. Then the impact
force affects directly the motorcyclist’s head. Based on this, the maximum value of the helmet deformation was assumed to be equal to dK=0.02 m, and the permissible local head
deformation equal to dG=0.01 m was added to it (based on [10]), thus making the dKMAX = 30
mm. Taking the above into account, the maximum work done by deformation force of the
helmet was calculated from the equation:
WK 1MAX = RGNMAX dKMAX

(14)

The result of the calculating the work done by force deforming the motorcyclist’s helmet
(WK1 and RGN) is shown in the Fig. 7.
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Figure 8: The work done by force deforming the motorcyclist’s helmet - WK1 and RGN.

Figure 9: Results of calculations of the kinetic energy of the motorcyclist (EK1) and work
done by force deforming the car WD1 and the helmet WK1.
Results of calculations are listed in the Fig. 9:

• the kinetic energy of the motorcyclist before the collision (EK1);
•• the work done by force deforming the side of the car due to the impact of the motorcy•

clist’s head (WD1);
the work done by force deforming the helmet due to the impact of the car (WK1).

From these calculations, the head hitting the side of the car leads to the energy dissipation of
WD1+WK1=2.3 kJ, which represents 32% of the kinetic energy of the motorcyclist.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF MATERIALS ABSORBING
THE IMPACT ENERGY
The general protective function of the motorcyclist’s helmet is met by a protective layer:
the inner layer, the energy-absorbing lining and the outer shell. A test stand was built where
the model of head was attached to a pendulum arm (Fig. 10). Research concerned the evaluation of dynamic properties of materials and consisted of hitting head on a fragment of an
energy-absorbing material attached to the anvil. 10 different materials [5] were selected,
including the material (EPS 60) previously used in the helmet used during the crash experiment. An impact with the energy of 60 J was considered. The value of the impact energy
was chosen taking into account the fact that according to [11], the skull fracture can occur
when the head hit a rigid obstacle with the energy of 22–24 J, and with the energy of 14–68 J
according to [12].
At this stage of the analysis of dynamic loads, the extreme acceleration values of the head
and the force and energy of the indentation of the material samples into the inside of the helmet
while hitting the head model were considered. Performed measurements allowed to determine
the force and work characteristics in the function of the deformation as shown in the Fig. 11 as
well as in the Table 1. From the whole set of studied materials, the attention was focused on
those selected for the Table 1. Table 1 summarizes the maximum values of the resultant acceleration of the head aW and the force and work values of the deformation of the material.

Figure 10: The scheme of the test stand for research energy absorbing material.

Figure 11: The force and work in the function of the samples deformation [5].
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Table 1: M
 aximum values of dynamic loads on the head, and forces and the dissipated
energy at the deformation of 25 mm.
Energy-absorbing material

Material density [kg/m3]

aw [m/s2]

W [J]

Force [N]

LD4535
PF4535BLOK
EPS60

45
45
60

245
265
255

20.7
29.5
18.4

1632
2650
1871

The comparison of properties of considered energy-absorbing helmets linings indicates that
despite the slight differences in the course of energy dissipation, the use of LD4535 material
instead of the EPS60 material may lead to the reduction of the maximum head load by approximately 4%. This does not provide for considerable possibility of minimizing dynamic loads
and injuries. However, when approaching the boundary of biomechanical resistance of the
head for the impact, these few percent may enable the motorcyclist to survive the road
accident.
5 RECAPITULATION AND CONCLUSIONS
Experimental research was conducted, which included:

• the front-side collision test of a motorcyclist with a car;
•• the determination of the helmet deformation characteristics;
•• the identification of dynamic properties of energy-absorbing materials for the inner lining
of motorcycle helmets.
Results of measurements performed during experiments were used for:

• calculating the force of the motorcyclist’s head hitting the side of the car bodywork;
•• determining the energy balance components related to the vehicle deformation as a result
•

of the motorcyclist’s interaction and the helmet deformation;
comparing properties of energy-absorbing linings of considered helmets.

During the analysed traffic accident, the motorcyclist’s head hit the side of the car with the
force which maximum value was RGMAX=36 kN. This force caused the deformation of the
side of the car and the helmet. Already the force of 3.6 kN can deplete the potential for deformation of the energy-absorbing material of the helmet, and as a result, the further increase in
the strike force directly affects the motorcyclist’s head.
Results of the analysis process for the deformation of the body of the car and the helmet
were the basis for calculating the energy dissipation of the motorcyclist’s head. The energy
dissipated as the result of the head hitting the side of the car represented 32% of the kinetic
energy of the motorcyclist before the collision. In turn, the analysis of dynamic properties of
energy-absorbing materials indicated that despite the slight differences in the course of the
energy dissipation, the use of LD4535 material instead of the EPS60 material may lead to the
reduction of the maximum head strain by approximately 4%.
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